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Hixson Profiled in New Book on Lean 
“The Mastery of Innovation” Cites Hixson’s Lean Culture as a Best-in-Class Example 

 
(CINCINNATI; October 16, 2012) – The use and promotion of lean techniques by 

Cincinnati-based Hixson Architecture, Engineering, Interiors, is being recognized 

through a focused profile of the firm included in The Mastery of Innovation: A Field Guide 

to Lean Product Development.  Written by noted lean consultant Katherine Radeka, and 

released today from Productivity Press, the book offers profiles of companies such as 

Ford, Steelcase, Goodyear, Novo Nordisk and others, identifying how these companies 

accelerated time-to-market, brought new products to customers faster, improved ROI 

and gained other benefits by adapting lean concepts to solve complex product 

development and innovation challenges.  

 

In the Hixson case study, Radeka showcases how Hixson made embedding lean into 

the company culture a top priority, putting in place a plan that included, among other 

tactics, regular promotion of lean concepts and wins, formalizing lean initiatives, and 

introducing training for all associates in the fundamentals of lean thinking and A3 

problem solving.  Today, approximately 70% of the firm’s associates have participated in 

an A3 Boot Camp experience and have learned systematic problem solving techniques.  

Even so, Hixson’s Director of Continuous Improvement, Beth Robinson, says there is 

more work to be done. “While we have made great strides in deploying lean throughout 

our firm, we know there is more room for improvement,” said Robinson. “We continue to 

work with our associates and our clients to find areas in which lean can be applied and 

productivity gains can be made.” 
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For more information, or to order The Mastery of Innovation: A Field Guide to Lean 

Product Development, visit www.amazon.com. 

 
 
ABOUT KATHERINE RADEKA 
Katherine Radeka has a rare combination of business acumen, scientific depth, and the 
ability to untangle the organizational knots and remove the barriers to change. In the 
past seven years, her consulting firm, Whittier Consulting Group, Inc., has engaged with 
clients such as Steelcase, Hewlett- Packard, and more than 50 other leading 
organizations. In 2010 and 2011, Katherine conducted the Lean Product Development 
Benchmarking Study to document Lean Product Development practices at more than 60 
companies in North America and Europe. In 2005, she logged more than 11,000 miles 
driving around the country to research how the best companies got more ROI from 
product development. In 2007, she co-founded the Lean Product & Process 
Development Exchange, a nonprofit organization to promote the use of Lean Thinking to 
improve ROI from product development.   
 
 
ABOUT HIXSON 
Hixson is an architecture, engineering and interior design firm specializing in projects for 
corporate office environments, retail projects, R&D facilities, and industrial processing 
plants. Listed as one of the top firms in North America, Hixson delivers insight and 
advocacy leading to intelligent project execution through 16 integrated technical 
disciplines. To learn more, please visit www.hixson-inc.com. 
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